ACCELERATING
MARKETING
EXCELLENCE.
Learning through Gaming for Business Students

>

Mastering
Marketing Skills
through
Digital Gaming.

Axl Learn is an EduTech company
that designs and develops Digital
Learning Simulators that are relevant
to, and mimics the real world Business
Enviornment, People, and Customers,
for a collaborative classroom or
virtual learning experience.

Application of
Marketing Concepts.

Virtual or Classroom
Experience.

The Marketing Simulation is
specificially designed for
University Students to apply
the 7P's of the Marketing Mix,
while they compete in a
simulated market.

What's your
Marketing
Strategy?

Group Analysis and Strategic
Decision Making.
Students are grouped to form
multiple teams of 4 to 5
members, to make collaborative
decisions inorder to compete
against one another in the
simulated market.

Assured Value
Delivered.
Our aim is to keep the learning
practical & relevant, and we aim
to create an environment for
Students to apply and experience
their learning of concepts, that
will accelerate their Corporate
readiness.

Net Promoter Score of
>92pct
All our Delegates have reported
highest level of learning
engagement and also relevance of
learning to the real world
environment leading to
accelerated learning transfer.
Designed and Developed by

SimWorks Online,
An Axl Learn Company

Our Simulators are best
experienced when Students
form teams to make
collaborative decisions. The
simulators are designed to
be either experienced in a
classroom or a virtual
environment.

Competing in a Single Virtual
Market.
The Simulator is
designed to be
engaging for Students
while they compete
against other teams in a
common market, with a
common market place,
customer base, similar
products, pricing, etc.

Our Client list is
Impressive.
We invite you to visit our
website, to view the list of
clients and the industries
that our Simulators have
been adopted at. While you
are at it, do review our Client
testimonial videos too.

Call us on
+91 94491 50110
+1 484 426 8295
+971 50 492 4295

